
Billingham Extension   
 
In Berry Lane follow Public Bridleway sign G15  (Grid Ref: SZ 48533 82639)  
Shepherds Trail  Billingham 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Path descends off the road down a track by the side of a field on the left. Walk by the side of the 
trees on the right. The path soon begins to rise gently. At the top of the rise the path makes a dog 
leg to the right then immediately left down a track between two hedgerows. 
Shortly some barns come into view ahead to the right. At the bottom of the slope, follow the blue 
direction arrow (on a post) to the left (Not to the right). Now follow a wide track by the side of the 
field to the left keeping the hedge to your right. Note Billingham Manor on the right hand side. 
At an opening on the right follow the track as it bears right then immediately left . The hedge will 
now be on your left. At the gate you come to proceed directly ahead in the direction of the blue 
arrow here along a track with hedgerows on either side. There is a gateway at the end of this part of 
the track where you will see buildings ahead. There is another gate from which you head across a 
small field to a gate you will be able to see ahead on the other side. At the next gate you will 
encounter another blue direction sign. Follow this along a short piece of made-up road to Public 
Bridleway sign G14  Cridmore.  You will now be in Roslin. Walk up the quiet road to Bridle Way sign 
Worsley Trail G14    Lower Rill ½   Cridmore  ½. 
 
You may decide to walk to the end of the road to where it meets Berry Lane again. Turn left here to 
return to where you started this section.  
 
 
 
 
 

There is no parking for this route.  The nearest parking is at the Chillerton Down access point. 
 
The walk is fairly flat with slight incline at the start followed by a brief downhill descent to a flat 
finish. 
Much of the ground under foot is fairly uneven due to being churned up by horses and tractors 
and becomes very muddy in wet weather.  
It takes about 25 minutes to reach Roslin where other routes may be taken. 
 
This route can be accessed from the first part of the ‘Chillerton Circular Walk’, following the 
descent from Berry Hill. 
 


